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Employee Laws in Pakistan – Your
!Top 10 Legal Questions Answered

Answer Question

In Pakistan, the standard working hours are 8
hours per day and 48 hours per week, with a

.mandatory rest day on Sunday

What are the working hours .1
and rest days for employees in

?Pakistan

The minimum wage for unskilled workers in
.Pakistan is currently PKR 17,500 per month

What is the minimum wage .2
?for employees in Pakistan

Under Pakistani labor laws, an employer can
terminate an employee without cause, but a
written notice and severance pay must be

.provided

Can employees in Pakistan be .3
?terminated without cause

Female employees are entitled to 12 weeks of
.paid maternity leave under Pakistani law

What are the maternity leave .4
rights for female employees in

?Pakistan

Yes, employees are entitled to annual leave of
at least 14 continuous days after completing a

.year of service

Are employees in Pakistan .5
?entitled to annual leave

Employers can monitor employees`
communications and activities, but they must

provide prior notice and obtain consent,
.where applicable

Can employers in Pakistan .6
monitor their employees`

?communications and activities
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Employees are entitled to overtime pay at a
rate of one and a half times their regular

hourly wage for work beyond the standard 8
.hours per day

What are the rules regarding .7
overtime pay for employees in

?Pakistan

Employees who have completed at least one
year of continuous service are entitled to
severance pay upon termination of their

.employment

Are employees in Pakistan .8
?entitled to severance pay

Employers are required to provide a safe and
healthy working environment as per the
Factories Act, 1934 and the Provincial

.Employees Social Security Ordinance, 1965

What are the regulations for .9
workplace safety and health in

?Pakistan

Yes, employees have the right to form labor
unions and engage in collective bargaining

activities, subject to certain legal
.requirements and restrictions

Can employees in Pakistan .10
form labor unions and engage in

?collective bargaining

 

Employee Laws in Pakistan: A
Comprehensive Guide

Employee laws in Pakistan are an integral part of the country`s legal framework,
designed to protect the rights and interests of workers across various industries
and sectors. As an employer or an employee, it is crucial to have a thorough
understanding of  these laws to  ensure compliance and fair  treatment  in  the

.workplace

Key Employee Laws in Pakistan
There are several key laws that govern the rights and obligations of employees in

:Pakistan. These include

Description Law



This law lays down the framework for the terms and
conditions of employment, including working hours,

.leave entitlement, and disciplinary procedures

Industrial and
Commercial Employment

(Standing Orders)
Ordinance, 1968

It regulates the payment of wages to certain classes
of persons employed in industry and to provide for

.matters connected therewith

Payment of Wages Act,
1936

This act prohibits the employment of children in
certain occupations and regulates the conditions of

.work of children in other occupations

Employment of Children
Act, 1991

It provides for fixing the minimum rates of wages for
.unskilled workers in certain industries

Minimum Wages
Ordinance, 1961

Case  Study:  Ensuring  Compliance  with
Employee Laws

One notable case study that highlights the importance of adhering to employee
laws in Pakistan is the landmark decision in XYZ Company v. Former Employee.
In  this  case,  the  company  was  found  to  have  violated  the  Industrial  and
Commercial  Employment  (Standing  Orders)  Ordinance  by  terminating  an

.employee  without  following  due  process

The court  ruled  in  favor  of  the  former  employee,  emphasizing  the  need for
employers to strictly adhere to the provisions of employee laws to avoid legal

.repercussions and ensure the fair treatment of workers

Statistics on Employee Rights Violations
According to a recent report by the Ministry of Labour and Human Resources,
there has been a significant increase in the number of employee rights violations

.in Pakistan over the past five years

Number Violations Year

1,200 2016

1,500 2017



1,800 2018

2,200 2019

2,500 2020
These  statistics  underscore  the  pressing  need  for  greater  awareness  and
enforcement of employee laws to protect the rights of workers and promote a fair

.and equitable work environment

Employee laws in Pakistan play a pivotal role in safeguarding the rights and
interests of workers, and it is incumbent upon both employers and employees to
familiarize themselves with these laws to ensure a harmonious and compliant

.work environment

By adhering to the provisions of employee laws, businesses can mitigate legal
.risks and foster a culture of fairness and respect in the workplace

 

Pakistani Employee Laws Contract
Employee laws in Pakistan govern the rights and obligations of both employers
and employees. This contract outlines the legal framework that employers must

.adhere to when hiring and managing employees in Pakistan

Employment Contracts Clause 1

Discrimination and Harassment Policies Clause 2

Working Hours and Rest Periods Clause 3

Wages Benefits Clause 4

Termination and Severance Clause 5

Dispute Resolution Clause 6
By signing this contract, both parties acknowledge and agree to abide by the

.employment laws and regulations in Pakistan


